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Abstract 
This paper describes a parser in progress which is directed to generating representations for text understanding. For the purpose of 
reducing the proliferation of unwanted parse trees, and collecting information necessary for generating the semantic representations, 
the parser uses rules based on phrasal and lexical subcategories. These designs alleviate parsing problems such as PP attachment 
and coordination attachment, while capable of displaying the dependency of various types of phrases and clauses, thus facilitating 
the writing of grammar. 
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1. Introduction 
The natural language processing (NLP) community has seen the recent advancement of natural language parsing in 
statistical approaches. The methods have enabled the parsing of a large amount of text with reasonable accuracy, 
running speed and robustness ([2], [4], [8]). While most of them have concerned syntactic tasks such as part-of-speech 
tagging and bracketing, some have extended to covering functional information such as the identification of heads and 
the distinction between verb arguments and adjuncts ([4]). 
 
The proposed parser is a rule-based parser of English text, using phrase structure (PS) rules and the lexicon. The 
main purpose of this parser is to generate parse trees that could provide information necessary to build semantic 
representations of the text. It is expected to obtain information on the following:  
 
(1) (a) Boundaries of various types of phrases and clauses, and their dependency relations  
(b) Grammatical functions such as the subjects and objects of sentences, clauses, and nouns connoting predicate-argument 
structures 
(c) Head elements of such phrases as verb phrases, noun phrases, and preposition phrases 
(d) Distinction between predicate arguments and adjuncts  
(e) Tenses of sentences and clauses such as the past, present, perfect and progressive 
 
In the proposed parser, most of such information is obtained directly or indirectly in reference to the structures of the 
parse trees for sentences and to the node labels. The generated trees give a clear picture of the dependency of various 
types of phrases and clauses, thus facilitating grammar writing. While this rule-based special purpose approach is slow 
in the development of the lexicon and grammar, it will still be worth exploring, because it will shed light on variations 
of syntactic constructs such as types of sentences, clauses and phrases, as well as on what lexical and pragmatic 
information is required to build semantic representations of text. Such information might be missed in other coarse-
grained approaches. 
 
The number of parse trees generated by the proposed parser is used as a criterion for deciding to reexamine and, if 
deemed necessary, to modify the PS rules as well as the lexicon. Another criterion in use is the feasibility of 
eliminating wrong parse trees on the assumption of a knowledge base which is likely to be built in the near future. 
2. Principle of Specificity 
2.1. PP attachment and subcategorization 
The core of the PS rules in this model is rules for verb phrases (VPs). VPs are comprised of several levels of verb 
phrases with V at the highest level and VBAR at the lowest level. A VBAR node is constructed on the basis of a 
subcategory in the lexical entry for the verb. That is, a VBAR is a level of VP that reflects an argument structure of 
the verb in the sentence. Take for instance the sentence Most U.S. companies gave less money to charity (in 2010). 
The lexical entry for the verb give is provided with such subcategories as V-O, V-O-O and V-O-TOP, which 
respectively stand for usages of transitive, ditransitive (double object), and taking an object noun phrase (NP) 
together with a preposition phrase (PP) headed with the preposition to. Because the sentence in question has the verb 
gave, immediately followed by an NP, followed by a to-PP, the subcategory V-O-TOP is selected to form a lowest-
level VP node named VBARed (which is a VBAR with the head verb in past form),  as illustrated in Fig. 1a. 
 
 This subcategory-based approach alleviates problems with PP attachment. The to-PP, besides being parsed as an 
argument of the verb (as in Fig. 1a), could instead be interpreted as a nominal modifier (i.e., money to charity, as in 
Fig. 1b) or as an adjunct PP (as in Fig. 1c). Indeed, the proposed parser generates these three types of parse trees. 
However, it is possible to select the true parse tree computationally, if we follow the principle of specificity, which 
directs the parser toward selecting the parse tree having the most specific subcategorization frame for the verb. As the 
parse tree in Fig. 1a contains a maximally spanned VBAR node (a VBARed to be exact) implementing the subcategory 
Ved-O-TOP requiring two verb arguments (i.e., an object NP and a to-PP), the system is able to choose it as the correct 
one. Fig. 1b shows that the subcategory Ved-O requiring only one verb argument is implemented because the verb 
gave is followed only by an NP with the to-PP as a nominal modifier. Likewise, Fig. 1c indicates that the Ved-O is 
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chosen, with the to-PP as a VP modifier, not as an argument of the verb. Both Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c illustrate a VBARed 
tree in a shorter span than the one in Fig. 1a. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) The to-PP as an argument of the verb; (b) The to-PP as anominal modifier ; (c) The to-PP as an adjunct PP 
 
The label D stands for a category for a determiner, NNC a countable noun, NNCpl a countable noun in plural form, 
NNP a proper noun, TP a tense phrase, TBAR an intermediate-level TP, TNS a tense marker, VPtns a VP with the 
tensed head verb, VBARtns a VBAR with the tensed head verb, VBARed a VBAR with the head verb in past form, and 
NNU an uncountable noun.  
 
The subcategory that leads to a longer span of the VBAR tree should contain more arguments of the verb than the 
others. That is, it holds more specific information on the verb than the others. The longer span of the VBAR means the 
higher degree of specificity, and it is a reliable means of selecting the right parse tree 
.  
2.2. Noun phrases and subcategorization 
The previous section has demonstrated that the subcategorization frame for the verb could help determine the 
correct attachment site for a PP. This section will show that such lexical information also plays an important role in PP 
attachment found in noun phrases. 
 
As is well known, English language recycles nouns as verbs and vice versa. Many nouns, action nouns in particular, 
inherit predicate argument structure. For instance, the noun increase, like the counterpart verb, is often followed by a 
PP headed with the preposition in to express the abstract object or an attribute of the object that increases. Such lexical 
inheritance of predicate argument structure often helps identify the correct attachment site of the PP to a noun or a 
noun phrase. Take for instance the sentence We also see an increase in employee volunteerism, fundraising and such 
things that ... The lexical entry for the noun increase is provided with such subcategories as NNCsg and NNCsg-INP. 
NNCsg-INP indicates that the noun in singular countable form can be followed by the in-PP, whereas NNCsg, not 
followed by it. In the sentence in question, the noun increase is followed by an in-PP consisting of an NP of three 
noun phrases, (a) employee volunteerism, (b) fundraising and (c) such things modified by a relative clause. The noun 
subcategory NNCsg-INP helps determine whether the following in-PP is an adverbial modifier for the verb see (as 
illustrated in Fig. 2a) or an argument for the noun increase (as in Fig. 2b). The correct parse tree of the phrase in 
question is the one in Fig. 2b. The NP of the INP (in-PP) in Fig. 2b is an argument of the predicate denoted by the 
noun increase. If we follow the principle of specificity, it would be possible to choose the parse tree in Fig. 2b as the 
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right one, because the subcategory NNCsg-INP employed in Fig. 2b is more specific than the subcategory NNCsg in 
Fig. 2a.2 
 
          
Fig. 2. (a) The in-PP as a modifier of see; (b)The NP of in-PP as an argument of the noun increase 
 
2 It is no doubt that the final decision of the true parse tree for a sentence should be verified via semantic information. For instance, the noun 
increase may be followed by an in-PP of a different type from the type subcategorized for, as in a 3.7 percent real increase in 2011. The number 
2011 indicates a specific year, not an attribute of an object, and is not an argument of the noun increase. 
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3. Verb Phrases Divided by Inflection and the Types 
Although there is a bias/variance trade-off between the parsimonious use of node labels and the abundant use, as 
cautioned in [6], in order to prevent the proliferation of unwanted parse trees, the proposed system uses more node 
labels than those found, for instance, in linguistics literature and in the Penn Treebank corpus [10]. 
3.1. VPs with the finite and non-finite head verbs 
In the proposed model, VPs are divided into two types according to whether their head verb is finite (tensed) or 
non-finite. The finite type is termed VPtns, while the non-finite just labeled bare VP. This dichotomy helps prevent 
from conjoining verb phrases with the non-finite head verb and the finite head verb. This division also facilitates 
grammar writing, because it is easy to reflect in the grammar the fact that a VP with the non-finite head verb appears 
only at a particular location such as after an auxiliary verb, in a to-infinitive, and in a small clause as in (I saw) him 
swim. 
 
The following sentence is a case in point: We also see an increase in employee volunteerism, fundraising and such 
things that, I think, will continue and certainly not fade out. The last VP certainly not fade out is a VP headed with the 
non-finite head verb fade, and should not be conjoined with the matrix VP with the finite verb, also see an increase ... 
as in Fig. 3. If it is, that gives rise to a sentence having an anomalous meaning: “We also see an increase in employee 
volunteerism, … and (we) certainly not fade out.” If we have a PS rule conjoining VPs without distinguishing the 
finiteness of the head verbs, it would generate many unwanted trees conjoining VPs with the finite and non-finite head 
verbs. 
 
 
  Fig. 3.  A wrong parse tree conjoining the VPs with the finite and non-finite head verbs 
 
 
Fig. 4. A parse tree for a clause headed with a verb in past participle 
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3.2. VPs divided by types of inflection 
In the proposed model, the VPtns (a VP with the tensed head verb) is further divided into VPz, VPnone and VPed, 
which respectively stand for VPs with the head verbs in third person singular present form, in plural present form, and 
in past form. Furthermore, VPen and VPing have been created to represent VPs whose head verbs are respectively in 
past and present participles. These subcategories facilitate grammar writing. For instance, a clause beginning with a 
past participle such as (…, but total corporate philanthropy rose seven percent to $9.9 billion), boosted by product, 
service, land and space donations can be parsed via the following PS rules:  
 
(2) (a)  S  ൺ  S  COMMAP-VPen 
(b)  COMMAP-VPen  ൺ COMMA  VPen 
(c)  VPen  ൺ  VBARen  PP 
(d)  VBARen  ൺ Ven 
 
Fig. 4 illustrates a skeltal parse tree resulting from parsing the example clause in question.  
4. Nominal Coordination, Number Agreement and Countability of Conjoined Nouns 
We have seen that information on predicate argument structure inherent in verbs and some types of nouns could 
help alleviate problems over PP attachment.  Coordination attachment is also a major bottleneck to syntactic parsing. 
The use of some semantic information and methods has been reported to be effective: semantic similarity of conjuncts 
[9], word distribution [1], semantic similarity and number agreement [11], reranking [3], and syntactic information [5]. 
 
The proposed parser uses information on the number agreement of conjoined nouns for the disambiguation of 
nominal coordination.  Resnik [11] also employed information on the number agreement, but his research was 
confined to the construction of [n1 and n2 n3], and to the selection between [(n1) and (n2 n3)] and [((n1) and (n2)) 
n3].  The Penn Treebank also distinguishes among singular, plural and mass nouns [10]. The proposed parser also 
resorts to information as to whether nouns are countable or not. In addition, however, it uses information as to whether 
they are collective nouns or not.  
4.1. Number agreement among conjuncts  
Since the proposed model has experienced a significant decrease of unwanted parse trees after distinguishing nouns 
in terms of number and countability, nouns are subcategorized for singular, plural, uncountable and collective nouns. 
An investigation into nominal coordination in the British National Corpus (BNC) finds out that number agreement is 
in effect among conjuncts: singular nouns are conjoined with singular nouns, while plural nouns with plural nouns. 
Among randomly chosen 100 such examples, there appear several exceptions, where singular nouns are conjoined 
with plural nouns. Such examples are listed below: 
 
(3) (a) [ACET staff and volunteers], [ACET and the interests of clients], [friends and family], [current preventative measures 
and improved treatment], [close friendship and shared interests], [your money and possessions], [all the effort and 
resources] 
(b)  [ACET and other direct service organisations and charities], [ACET and other similar organizations], [DIY and 
many other tasks], [shortness of breath and other problems] 
(c) [HIV and drugs], [HIV and legal issues], [the UK and overseas], [Ealing, Acton and surrounding areas] 
(d) [[health] visitors, [school and family planning] nurses][[specialist and volunteer] home care], [[training] programmes 
in Romania and [support care and prevention] programmes in Uganda and Tanzania] 
 
In the examples in (3a), collective nouns in singular form such as staff, ACET (meaning ACET staff) and family are 
conjoined with nouns in plural form, while collective nouns such as interests, measures, possessions and resources in 
plural form are conjoined with nouns in singular form. This type of ‘irregular’ coordination could be handled 
computationally by providing lexical entries for collective nouns with tags standing for both singular and plural, as in 
the lexical entry for family: NNCsg NNCpl. 
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In the examples in (3b), singular nouns are conjoined with plural nouns, but the word other, immediately or almost 
immediately following and, endorses the use of plural nouns conjoined with the singular nouns that precede the 
conjunction. This type of examples can be treated computationally by looking for the word other after the conjunction. 
 
The treatment of coordination in (3c) and (3d) would require semantic information such as semantic features of 
conjuncts as well as regularly collocated words such as home care and family planning. The proposed system assumes 
that the lexicon should enlist such frequent collocates with a conjunction as room and board, and tuition and fees. 
4.2. Countable nouns used as abstract nouns 
It has been observed that countable nouns are sometimes used as abstract nouns standing for the arguments of the 
predicates denoted by the following head nouns. Fig. 5 shows one such example. It illustrates a parse tree of the 
clause, boosted by product, service, land and space donations. The NP following the preposition by could be parsed 
either as [[product], [service], [land] and [space donations]] or [[product, service, land and space] donations]. The 
latter bracketing is the correct one. The four nouns in the square brackets of the latter have all countable usages, but 
appear in singular without “the” or “a”. These nouns are used not for referring to particular entities introduced in the 
discourse, but for denoting the meanings. They denote the grammatical objects for the act of donating.  
 
For the sake of the later identification of such predicate-argument relations found in noun phrases or compound 
nouns, the proposed parser distinguishes between nouns with implications of predicate argument structure and those 
without.  For instance, the lexical entry for donations is provided with the following subcategories: NNCpl and 
NNCpl-V-O. The subcategory NNCpl-V-O means that the plural countable noun can take the object NP, as in food 
donations, or as in donations of money or skills. The NP in question, product, service, land and space donations is 
parsed via the following PS rules: 
 
(4) (a) NN-ARG 䊻㻌NNCsg COMMA NNCsg COMMA NNCsg CONJ NNCsg 
(b) NNCpl  䊻 NN-ARG NNCpl-V-O 
 
(4a) says that a compound noun labeled NN-ARG (to be used as an argument of the predicate denoted by a noun) 
consists of four bare countable singular nouns separated by commas and a conjunction, whereas (4b) means that such a 
compound noun can precede a noun connoting an object-taking predicate to form a plural compound noun labeled 
NNCpl. In the syntax-semantics interface, the compound noun labeled NN-ARG should be interpreted as the object of 
the predicate denoted by the noun labeled NNCpl-V-O. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Bare countable nouns used as abstract nouns denoting the grammatical objects of the head noun donations 
5. Discussion and Future Work 
The proposed parser is designed to parse the English text in order to obtain information necessary to generate the 
semantic representations of the sentences in the text.  The parser is rule-based using the phrase structure rules and 
information provided in the lexicon. The core of the proposed model is to take advantage of the syntactic and 
morphological variations or patterns inherent in phrases and words. Verb phrases are divided according to whether 
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their head verbs are finite (tensed), non-finite, in present or past participle. Verb phrases with the tensed head verbs are 
further subdivided according to the types of inflections of the head verbs. The lexical entries for verbs and some nouns 
are provided with subcategorization frames according to their innate predicate-argument structures. The lexical entries 
for nouns offer information on whether they can be used as countable, uncountable and/or collective nouns. It has been 
demonstrated that the use of subcategorization frames together with the principle of specificity helps alleviate 
problems over PP attachment and select the true parse trees for sentences. It has also been shown that the use of the 
subcategories of verb phrases and nouns is helpful in solving problems over coordination attachment for verb phrase 
as well as nouns. Thus it could be said that the design of this model can contribute to the reduction of unwanted parse 
trees. However, as noted in this paper, since the syntactic and semantic properties of sentences are often 
interdependent, the final decisions of the true parse trees for sentences and the solutions of such problems as PP 
attachment and coordination attachment should be verified via relevant semantic information. Such work remains to 
be done. 
 
Future work should include the construction of the syntax-semantics interface that helps choose the true parse trees 
for sentences, and generate the semantic representations.  The grammar and lexicon must be enriched for a wider 
coverage of data. The parser should be made robust so that it could parse sentences containing unknown and/or 
missing words as well as ungrammatical sentences. 
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